Turkey: From Paris to Antalya?!

• Pre-Paris

→ INDC: -21% of business as «unusual» model (XL economic growth measures) means doubling emissions increase between 2014-2030 (461 mt emissions increase)
→ No peak date
→ G20Antalya: pressure to submit INDCs, no position on FF subsidies

• Paris

→ Differentiation discussions: Annex 1 with special circumstances, emerging economy
→ No decarbonization/neutrality language
→ Ask for access to finance for mitigation
• Post-Paris

→ Agreement signed
→ On the same day, the President was opening a coal power plant (EnerjiSa-EoN)
→ Lignite push i.e. Subsidies, feed-in tarriff
→ Expecting clarity on differentiation in Bonn
→ From Paris to Antalya: COP26, 2020 in Turkey??